
Are you ready? This pack is designed to give you the sounds that you need to create the most infectious, 

danceable and riveting progressive house tracks ever. Progressive House Plasma from W. A. Production 

is exploding with colorful character and energetic sounds. Sharp and straight forward synth stabs, tight 

cymbals, tropical plucks, sensational bass groove, deep snares and plenty of euphoric effects and robust 

percussion. 

 

Progressive House Plasma lets you grab a hold of that signature European electronic sound, signature 

drum rolls, powerhouse leads, and every element at your command to make some seriously mind-

bending break downs. 

 

If you enjoy vivid textures, throbbing bass-lines, and a style that will enhance your sound, energize your 

experience and uplift your creativity, this pack will be your electronic savior. 

 

All of you FL Studio enthusiasts, we have included 6 of our project files that include full tracks. Every 

sound, every knob tweak, setting and preset we used to create, shape, mix, and master is yours to 

reshape and manipulate. 

 

You don't have FL Studio? That is o.k. Each track has also been broken down into stems. Even if you 

don't have the synths we used, you can still access the MIDI sequence and apply it to any instrument 

that you want. 

 

Of course, we don't want to hold you back or limit your options, so we also have included additional 

one-shots, melody loops, and presets for both Serum and Sylenth1. We want to inspire your creativity 

and give you all the tools you need to make your audio composing dreams come to life. If you want top-

quality audio samples that will sound great in the car and the club, pick up Progressive House Plasma 

from W. A. Production and let the creativity begin. 

 

Inspired by such artists as Alesso, Jay Hardway, Nicky Romero, KSHMR and more. 

 

This pack contains:  

6 Construction Kits (+ MIDI & Presets); 

6 FL Studio Templates; 

43 Melody Loops (+MIDI); 

32 Presets for Serum; 

20 Presets for Sylenth1; 



30 Percussion Loops; 

21 Kicks; 

20 Snares; 

20 Claps; 

47 Cymbals (Rides, Hi-hats, Crash); 

15 FX; 

100% Royalty-Free. 

 

Synth Presets Compatibility: 

Please Use Serum Version 1.28b6 Or Higher; 

Compatible With Sylenth 2.21Beta & Version 3.0.5 Or Higher; 

FL Studio for Templates. 


